Detecto’s Model MD250 Bilateral Weight Scales are perfect for chiropractor’s offices to check if a patient’s weight is evenly distributed, useful in spinal screenings, in-office postural examinations, and health fairs.

The MD250 has a weight capacity of 250 lbs x 1 lb graduations, and the dial can be read easily indoors as well as outside in direct sunlight. It also features a shatterproof lens and sturdy steel construction for maximum durability that will last a lifetime.

The MD250 is equipped with a mechanical lock mechanism which allows a person to lock the scales individually while a chiropractor or nurse might educate the patient or future new patient on the importance of balance, weight distribution, and subluxation detection. This is also useful in homes with people undergoing therapy for back problems to help check to make sure their weight is evenly distributed to ease pain. The rod that comes with the Special Chiropractor Package allows the MD250 to be locked without ever bending over.

Easily lock your weight in place while standing for an accurate reading with the 40” lock/release rod that comes with the Special Chiropractor Package MD250PKG.
MD250PKG CHIROPRACTIC PACKAGE

Featuring:
- 250 lb x 1 lb Capacity
- 13" x 10.5" Platform
- Easy-To-Read Dial With Shatterproof Lens
- Carrying Handle
- Lock - Hold Feature For Retaining a Weight Reading
- Sturdy Steel Construction
- 40" Lightweight Lock/Release Rod

Detecto’s MD250PKG Special Chiropractor Package comes with two MD250 250 lb capacity scales and a 40" lock/release rod, giving you everything you need for efficient and portable bilateral weighing.

The MD250’s unique, built-in carrying handle and super light weight make it easy to transport from place to place with ease!

Placing two MD250s side by side allows bilateral weighing to test for irregularities in spinal conditions, as illustrated above in the unequal weights. This can be a sign of chiropractic problems. The MD250PKG kit enables a person to distribute their weight evenly, and then lock the weight in place to view after they step off the scale. Chiropractors and nurses may use the MD250PKG to educate their patients about spinal problems and how to correct their stance and body position.
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